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The requirements of our time make it essential to re-evaluate many vital questions and not to be
content with their former appraisal. The system of conjugal rights and family responsibilities is
one such question.For certain reasons, to which we will refer later, it has been presumed that in
this age the basic question in this field is that of woman's liberty and the equality of her rights
with those of man, all other questions being the by-products of this main question.However,
according to our view, the most fundamental question, or at least one of the most fundamental
questions, in respect of family rights, is whether the domestic system is independent of all other
social systems and has its own special criteria and logic, or it is just one out of many social
systems and the same criteria and philosophy apply to it as are applied to all other social
systems.The basis of the doubt is that, on the one hand, in this system the main parties
concerned belong to two opposite sexes, and on the other, it involves the propagation and
procreation of the progeny. Nature has made the physical characteristics as well as the
reproductive organs of the two parties dissimilar. Domestic society is semi-natural and semi-
contractual. It is a middle way between an instinctive society like that of bees or termites, whose
rights and duties are pre-determined by nature, with no possibility of breaking any rules, and a
contractual society like a civic society of human beings, which has a natural or instinctive
aspect.As we know, the ancient philosophers regarded family life as an independent branch of
practical wisdom, and believed in a separate standard for this part of human life. Plato, in his
book, The Republic, Aristotle in his book, The Politics, and Abu Ali ibn Sina (Avicenna), in his
book, Al-Shifa have also dealt with this subject from this very angle as well.
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MercifulThe requirements of our time make it essential to re-evaluate many vital questions and
not to be content with their former appraisal. The system of conjugal rights and family
responsibilities is one such question.For certain reasons, to which we will refer later, it has been
presumed that in this age the basic question in this field is that of woman's liberty and the
equality of her rights with those of man, all other questions being the by-products of this main
question.However, according to our view, the most fundamental question, or at least one of the
most fundamental questions, in respect of family rights, is whether the domestic system is
independent of all other social systems and has its own special criteria and logic, or it is just one
out of many social systems and the same criteria and philosophy apply to it as are applied to all
other social systems.The basis of the doubt is that, on the one hand, in this system the main
parties concerned belong to two opposite sexes, and on the other, it involves the propagation
and procreation of the progeny. Nature has made the physical characteristics as well as the
reproductive organs of the two parties dissimilar. Domestic society is semi-natural and semi-
contractual. It is a middle way between an instinctive society like that of bees or termites, whose
rights and duties are pre-determined by nature, with no possibility of breaking any rules, and a
contractual society like a civic society of human beings, which has a natural or instinctive
aspect.As we know, the ancient philosophers regarded family life as an independent branch of
practical wisdom, and believed in a separate standard for this part of human life. Plato, in his
book, The Republic, Aristotle in his book, The Politics, and Abu Ali ibn Sina (Avicenna), in his
book, Al-Shifa have also dealt with this subject from this very angle as well.It is a controversial
question whether the natural and innate rights of man and woman are similar or dissimilar; in
other words, whether the rights, accorded by nature to human beings, are mono-sexual or bi-
sexual, and whether male or female sexuality in any way, affects, or does not affect, human
rights and obligations.In the Western world, a movement for human rights emerged in the 17th
century, in the wake of scientific and philosophical movements. The writers and thinkers of the
17th and the 18th centuries made commendable efforts in giving currency to their ideas
regarding the natural, undeniable and inalienable human rights. Jean Jacques Rousseau,
Voltaire and Montesquieu, who belong to this category of writers and thinkers, are great
benefactors of human society, and it may be said that their services are in no way inferior to
those of the great inventors and discoverers.Their basic idea was that human beings have a
series of natural and inborn rights and freedoms which are absolutely inalienable and
untransferable and cannot be renounced by anyone under any pretext. All people, including



rulers and subjects, white and black, rich and poor, are equal.The result of this social and
intellectual movement first manifested itself in England, then in America and afterwards in
France. Revolutions were brought about; systems were changed and charters were signed.
Gradually, the movement spread into other countries.In the 19th century, new economic, social
and political ideas emerged in the field of human rights. New developments led to the
appearance of socialism, the participation of workers in industrial profits, and the transfer of
government from the society of capitalists to defenders of labour class.Till the end of the 19th
century, all talks and whatever practical steps were taken in human rights sphere, were mostly
confined to the rights of the nations as regards the governments and the employees versus the
employers. In the 20th century, the question of women's rights was raised and for the first time in
~948, the United Nations' Universal Declaration of Human Rights proclaimed the equality of
rights between man and woman in clear terms.All social movements in the West since the 17th
century had revolved around liberty and equality. As the movement for women's rights was the
latest in the series, and the history of women's lot in Europe, from this point of view, was
extraordinarily bitter, the UN's Declaration of Human Rights talked of nothing but liberty and
equality.The protagonists of this movement maintained that it was complementary to the
movement for human rights. They held that without ensuring women's liberty and equality it was
meaningless to talk of human liberty and human rights. They further asserted that the main
cause of all domestic troubles was that woman was deprived of her liberty and equality with
man, and that all domestic problems would be solved once this aspect was taken care of.What,
in this connection, was overlooked was what we have described as 'the fundamental question
regarding the system of family rights', that is, whether this system is, or is not, independent of
other social systems, and whether it has or has not, different criteria and logic. Attention was
concentrated only on the general principles of liberty and equality, and the only point taken into
consideration was that of natural and inalienable human rights. It was argued that woman, as a
human being, was entitled to all the rights enjoyed by man.In certain chapters of this book, we
have adequately discussed the question as to what are the sources from which natural rights are
derived. There, we have shown that the basis of all natural rights, is nature itself. If man has
special rights, which a horse, a sheep, a bird and a fish does not have, that is due to his nature
and the way he has been created. If all human beings are equal in the matter of natural rights
and all must live a free life, that is because that order is a part of their very making. The
intellectuals, who support the idea of liberty and equality being an inborn right, have no
argument other than this. Hence, in the matter of family rights also, we should be guided by
nature itself.Now, let us see why due attention was not paid to the question which we have
described as fundamental. Has it been established in the light of modern scientific knowledge
that the difference between man and woman is simply organic, and does not affect their basic
physical and spiritual beings or their rights and obligations, and that is why it has been ignored in
the modern social philosophy?In fact, the case is quite contrary. In the light of scientific research
and biological and psychological discoveries, it has been proved that significant differences exist



between the two sexes. In this book, we have discussed this question and have quoted the
views of the biologists and the physiologists in this respect. It is surprising that in spite of all that,
this fundamental question was ignored. Perhaps apathy on this vital question is due to the hasty
development of the women's liberation movement. That is why, while this movement has
redressed certain grievances of women, in certain other respects it has caused calamity to them
as well as to the human society as a whole. We shall see, later in this book, that the Western
woman, till the end of the 19th century, was denied the most elementary human rights. It was
only in the beginning of the 20th century that the people of the West thought of making amends
for the past. As this movement came in the wake of other movementsfor equality and liberty, they
expected every miracle from these two words. They forgot that equality and liberty related to the
relations between human beings, as human beings only. No doubt, woman, as a human being,
is born free like any other human being and in that capacity she has equal rights. But woman is a
human being with certain peculiarities, as man is a human being with certain other peculiarities.
The traits of their characters are different and their mentality is distinct. This difference is not the
result of any geographical, historical or social factors, but lies in the very making of them. Nature
has purposely made them different and any action taken against the intention of nature would
produce a disastrous result. As we have taken inspiration from nature, with regard to the liberty
and equality of human beings, in the same way we should seek guidance from nature itself to
decide whether the rights of man and woman are of the same kind, or of two different kinds, and
whether domestic society is, or is not, at least a semi-natural society. It is, at least, a point worth
considering whether the bisexuality of animals, including human beings, is accidental or a part
of their creative design i.e. whether the sex differences are only superficial and organic or, as
Alexis Carell has pointed out, every cell of the human body is stamped with sex, whether man
and woman have, or have not, separate missions to perform and whether rights are monosexual
or bisexual. The same question may be asked about morals, education, punishments,
responsibilities and missions.During the women's liberation movement attention was not paid to
the point that, besides equality and liberty, there existed other questions also. Liberty and
equality are no doubt essential, but they are not all in all everything in entirety. Equality of rights
is one thing, but the similarity of rights quite another. The equality of man's and woman's rights
from the viewpoint of material and moral values is quite different from the uniformity or similarity
of their rights. During this movement, intentionally or unintentionally, equality has been used in
the sense of similarity and thus quality has overshadowed quantity. It was stressed that a woman
is a human being, but it was forgotten that she is a woman too.In fact, this indifference was not
the outcome of mere haste; there were other factors also, which impelled the exploitation of
woman in the name of liberty.One of them was the excessive greed of the industrialists, who
wanted to lure woman from her house to a factory, in order to exploit her economic potentiality.
For this purpose, they advocated woman's rights, her economic independence and her liberty
and equality of rights with those of man. It was they who secured official recognition to these
demands. Will Durant, in chapter IX of his book, "The Pleasures of Philosophy", after mentioning



certain humiliating theories about woman advanced by Aristotle, Neitzsche, Schopenhauer and
some Jewish scriptures and referring to the fact that during the French Revolution, though there
was some talk about woman's liberty, there was practically no change, says that till the end of
the 19th century woman hardly had any right to respect, to which man could he legally bound.
Then he discusses the cases which led to the change in the situation in the 20th century. He
says that the liberty of woman is a by-product of the industrial revolution.He adds that female
workers were cheaper and the employers preferred them to strong-headed and costly male
workers. A century ago, it was hardly possible for men to get a job, but there were
advertisements asking them to send their women-folk and children to the factories. The first step
towards the emancipation of women was taken in 1882, when a law was enacted according to
which the women of Great Britain acquired an unprecedented privilege of keeping with
themselves whatever money they earned.(Dr. Ali Shayagan, in his commentary on the Iranian
Civil Code, writes that the independence, in respect of property, which a woman enjoys now and
which has been recognised by the Shi'ah law from the very beginning, did not exist in ancient
Greece, Rome, Germany and till recently in most of the other countries. She, like a minor and a
lunatic, was interdicted from the disposition of her property. In England, where previously her
personality was completely merged with that of her husband, two laws were enacted, one in
1870 and the other in 1882, which removed inhibitions regarding the ownership of property by a
married woman.) This law, described to be in keeping with high moral values of Christianity, was
passed by the mill-owners and the House of Commons, to lure the women of England to the
factories. Since that year, an irresistible desire to earn money has forced them to labour in stores
and factories, and has relieved them of labour in household chores. (The Pleasures of
Philosophy, pages 155 - 159).With the development of machines and the ever-increasing growth
of production it became necessary for the capitalists that, in order to impose their surplus
products on the consumers, they should employ all audio-visual, intellectual, emotional, artistic
and sexual means. To convert the consumers into consumption factors and to make them as
powerless tools in consumption market they utilised the services of women, but not as simple
workers participating in the process of production along with men. They, on the other hand,
exploited their beauty, charm and sexual attraction and persuaded them to stake their honour
and selfrespect to be able to pervert the consumers and force their own will on them. Obviously
all these things have been done in the name of freedom for women and their equality with
men.Politics also did not lag behind in utilising this factor. You regularly read such reports in the
newspapers and magazines. Woman is exploited and her services are used to fulfil the objects
of men under the cloak of liberty and equality.Obviously the youth of the 20th century could not
miss this valuable opportunity. In order to allure her, without shouldering conventional
responsibilities, and to prey upon her freely, he, more than anyone else, shed crocodile tears for
women's helplessness and the undue discrimination against her. To be able to make a greater
contribution to this 'sacred cause', he went to the extent of delaying his own marriage till the age
of 40 or even remaining single forever.No doubt, the present century has rectified many



grievances of woman, but it has also brought many misfortunes to her. Why? Is she doomed for
ever and has she no way out of this vicious circle? Is it not possible for her to get rid of all her old
and new misfortunes at one and the same time? Are women condemned to one of these two
sufferings and must be compelled to choose one of these two ways?In fact, it is not at all
necessary that she should continue to suffer. She suffered in the past, mostly because it was
forgotten that she was a human being. She is suffering now because her womanhood, her
inborn requirements, her natural rights and demands and her special capabilities have been
ignored, intentionally or otherwise.What is more surprising is that whenever there is a talk of
natural and inborn differences between man and woman, some groups have tendency to regard
such differences as a mark of imperfection of woman and the perfection of man. Many such
presumptions lead them to believe that men have certain privileges, whereas women are
deprived of them. They do not seem to know that there is no question of perfection and
imperfection. It was not the intention of the Creator to make one of them perfect and privileged
and the other defective and deprived.These kind of people, basing their arguments on their such
amazing logical and wise presumptions, assert that, as nature has been unkind to woman, we
should not add insult to injury and, as such, it is more human to ignore her womanhood! But, in
fact, it is the disregard of woman's natural position which mostly leads to her being deprived of
her rights. If men form a front against women they say: "As both of us are equal, our work,
responsibilities, rewards and retributions must be similar. You must share with us in our hard and
heavy jobs, take wages according to the amount of the work you perform and must not expect
any consideration, respect or protection. Bear your own expenses and share the maintenance of
the children with us and make your own arrangements for defending yourselves against all
perils. You should spend on us as much as we spend on you".If such a situation arises, women
may be the losers, because by nature they have a less productive capacity, while their
consumption of wealth is more than men's. Their menstrual cycles, hardships of pregnancies,
pains of childbirth and the nursing of children place them in a position in which they require
men's protection. They are in need of more rights and cannot afford to have less commitments.
This position is not peculiar to human beings. It applies to all animals living in pairs. In the case
of all such animals the male instinctively protects its female partner.Due attention to the natural
position of man and woman and to their equality and common rights as human beings place
woman in such a comfortable position that neither is her person injured nor her personality
affected.To have some idea of the results of ignoring the natural position of man and woman, let
us see what those, who have gone the whole hog on this path, say and write.Some time ago an
interesting article appeared in the American magazine 'Coronet'. It is worth reading. It tells the
story of a woman who, in the name of equality between man and woman, lost the concessions
which she enjoyed previously. Previously, women were not required to lift weights of more than
25 lbs., whereas no such limit existed in the case of men. She says that now the working
conditions in the General Motors Factory, in the State of Ohio, where nearly 2500 woman
workers toil, have undergone a change. Now she finds herself maintaining a very powerful steam



engine or cleaning a 250 lb. metal oven, placed there a few moments earlier by a strongly built
male worker. She feels completely exhausted and knocked out. She further says that every
minute she has to hook a 25 to 50 inch handle, weighing 35 lbs. Her hands are always swollen
and aching.This article later narrates the anxiety and anguish of another woman whose husband
is a seaman in the Navy. Recently, the Admiral decided to detail a number of women to work
along with men aboard the ships. She writes that one ship, with a crew of 40 women and 480
men, was sent on duty. When the ship returned after her first voyage the worst fears of the wives
of the seamen were confirmed. Soon it was known that not only were there many romances
aboard the ship, but most of the women had had sexual relations with more than one
individual.The article says that in the State of Florida the widows are very worried since the
liberation of women, because a judge of this State has declared the law, visualising a subsidy of
up to 500 dollars to widows to be unconstitutional on the ground that it was discriminative
against men.The article adds that the widows of Florida are the first to suffer. Others too will, in
their turn, have a taste of liberation. For many the question is whether the women have lost more
than they have gained. But it is no use crying over the spilt milk. The show has begun and the
spectators have occupied their chairs. This year the 27th amendment to the constitution is
scheduled to be passed and according to it, all privileges arising out of sex will be declared
illegal. Thus, the fears expressed by Professor Ruscobound, of the Law College, Harvard, that
Women's liberation is the origin of the regrettable consequences of the legal position of woman
in America, will come true.G. Irvin, a senator of North Carolina, after studying the American
society, where men and women have equal rights, proposes that all family laws should be
amended and men should no more be held responsible for maintaining the family.According to
this magazine, one Mrs. Macdaniel says that, on account of lifting heavy weights some female
workers of her factory suffered from internal haemorrhage. These women want to return to their
previous position. They want to be treated as women and not as mere workers. For the
supporters of equality it may be a simple matter. They sit in their luxurious apartments and talk of
equality, but they have never been to the factories, where most of the wage-earning women of
this country have to work. Mrs. Macdaniel says that she does not want this equality, because she
cannot do manly jobs. Men are physically stronger than women. She would prefer to give up the
job rather than compete with men. The privileges which the working women of Ohio have lost,
are far greater than the benefits they have gained under the protection of the workers' law. The
women have lost their personality. It is not known what they have gained after emancipation. The
position of a few women might have improved, but not of all.This was the gist of that article. It is
clear from its contents that these women are so fed up with the discomforts which have been
imposed upon them in the name of liberty and equality that they have become allergic to these
two words. They forget that the words are not to be blamed. Man and woman are two stars with
their distinct orbits within which they should move. "It is not given to the sun to overtake the
moon, nor can the night outpace the day.. Each in its orbit floats" (Surah Yasin, 36:40). Their
happiness, as well as the happiness of the whole human society, depends on the condition that



they move in their respective orbits. Liberty and equality can be useful only if both the sexes
follow their normal and natural courses.When we say that the question of women's rights at
home and in the society should be reevaluated and should not remain limited to previous
evaluations, we mean that we should be guided by nature and should take into consideration all
the bitter and sweet experiences of the past, especially of the present century. Only then will the
movement for women's rights be reasonable in the real sense.It is admitted by every friend and
foe that the Holy Qur'an revived the rights of women. Even the adversaries admit, at least, that
the Holy Qur'an at the time of its revelation took a long step towards improving the condition of
women and restoring their human rights. The Qur'an revived the rights of woman as a human
being and man's partner in humanity and human rights, but did not overlook her womanhood or
man's manhood. In other words, the Qur'an did not overlook woman's nature. That is why
complete harmony exists between the dictates of nature and the dictates of the Qur'an. The
woman in the Qur'an is the same as the woman in nature. These two great divine books, one
created and the other compiled, fully conform to each other. The main aim of our book is to
highlight and explain this harmony.PrefaceIn the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the MercifulTHE
PROBLEM OF FAMILY RELATIONSThe problem of family relations in our times is not so simple
that it may be resolved by arranging opinion polls of young boys and girls, or by holding
seminars. It is neither confined to any one country, nor has any country so far claimed to have
solved it successfully.Will Durant, the well-known philosopher and author of "History of
Civilization", says: "If we suppose that we are living in 2000 A.D. and want to know what was the
biggest event of the first quarter of the 20th century, we shall notice that it was neither the First
World War nor the Russian Revolution. It actually was the change in the position of women.
History has seldom witnessed such an exciting change in such a short time. The home, which
was the basis of our social organisation, the conjugal system, which prevented debauchery and
gave stability to family life, and the complex moral law which helped us in advancing from
barbarism to culture and orderly social behaviour, all have been upset by this revolutionary
change".Even now, when we are living in the third quarter of the 20th century, we, more than
ever, hear complaints that the domestic system is collapsing, the basis of matrimony is
weakening, the young men are evading marriage, the young women are hating motherhood, the
relations between the parents (especially mothers) and the children are deteriorating, modern
woman is getting vulgar, love is being replaced with cheap sensuality, cases of divorce are ever
growing, the number of children born of unregistered wedlock or marital ties not formally
legalised is on the increase and sincerity, respect and cordiality between husband and wife are
becoming rare.SHOULD WE IMITATE THE WEST OR BE INDEPENDENT?It is regrettable that
some of the misinformed people think that the questions related to family relations are similar to
the problems of guiding tourists, taxi-driving, bus-driving and laying the network of water-pipes
and electricity, which were solved by the Europeans long ago and if we, because of our
inefficiency or incompetency, still face any difficulties we should follow their example as soon as
possible.This is a mere illusion. The Europeans are the worse victims of the domestic problems



than we are. They are suffering more and their intellectuals are more outspoken. Leaving aside
the question of female education, they are in a mess in respect of all other questions. Their
family life is far less happy than ours.COMPULSION OF HISTORYSome people think that the
deterioration and corruption of the family system is due to women's liberation which, in turn, is
the unavoidable result of industrial life and the progress of science and civilisation. It is a
question of compulsion of history. We have no alternative but to submit to this corruption and
chaos, and to forget all about the domestic happiness which we enjoyed before.This way of
thinking is very superficial and childish. We admit that industrial life has affected family relations
and is still affecting it, but the main factors, which have disrupted family life in Europe, are
two:“One of them consists of the foolish and cruel customs, usages and laws which were
prevalent in Europe till a century ago. It was only at the end of the 19th century and the
beginning of the 20th century that women in Europe secured the right of ownership of property.
The other factor is that those who undertook to improve the position of women chose a wrong
path: They intended to beautify her eyebrows, but deprived her of her eyesight!”More than the
industrial life, the old laws of Europe and the reforms of the modernists are responsible for the
present chaos and confusion. Hence, there is no compelling reason for us, the Muslims of the
East, to go the way they have gone and fall into the morass into which they have fallen. We
should be cautious about western life.We should look at the western life cautiously. While
utilising and acquiring their sciences, industries, techniques and some commendable and
imitable social regulations we should refrain from imitating their customs, usages and laws which
have brought so much miseries to them - for example amending civil laws and family relations
and conforming them to the western laws.Social Independence of WomenINDEPENDENCE OF
CHOOSING DESTINYOne day a girl, who looked very perturbed, came to the Holy Prophet and
said: "O Messenger of Allah! My father has done me a great injustice"."What has your father
done?""He has a nephew and he has married me to him without taking my consent"."If so, agree
to what he has done and be the wife of your cousin."I don't like my cousin. How can I be the wife
of a person whom I don't like"."Then nothing has gone wrong. If you don't like him, go and
choose another person whom you like"."By the way, I like him very much. I don't like any other
person. I won't he the wife of anybody else. But, because my father gave me in marriage without
taking my consent, I intentionally came over to have a talk with you. I wanted you to say what you
have said. I wanted all the women to know that the fathers no longer had a right to decide as
they pleased and give their daughters in marriage to whomsoever they liked".The incident has
been narrated by eminent jurists in such books as the Masalik (by Shaheed Thani) and the
Jawahirul Kalam. During the pre-Islamic period the Arabs, like all other people of those days,
thought that they 'had full authority in regard to their daughters and sisters and sometimes even
in regard to their mothers. They did not acknowledge the rights of women to choose their
husbands, this choice being the exclusive privilege of the fathers or the brothers and, in their
absence, of the paternal uncles, so much so that prospective fathers could give their daughters
in marriage even before they were actually born. A man could enter into a contract with another



man pledging that if a daughter was born to the former, she would, when grown up, be the wife
of the latter.MARRIAGE BEFORE BIRTHOne day, during his last pilgrimage, while the Holy
Prophet was riding and had a whip in his hand, a man approached him on the way and said:"I
have a complaint to make"."Yes, what's the matter?""Years ago, during the pre-Islamic days,
Tariq ibn Murqa'a and I took part in a battle. During the fighting he came to require a lance and
cried: "Is there anybody who will give me a lance and take a reward?" I went to him and asked
him what reward he would give. He said that he would bring up for me the first daughter that was
born to him. Since then years have passed. Recently, on inquiring, I found out that he has a
grown up daughter in his house. I went to him and reminded him of the promise. But he went
back on his promise and demanded a fresh dower. Now I have come to you to find out whether
he is right, or I am right".How old is the girl?""The girl is grown up. Grey hair has also appeared
on her head"."If you ask me, neither you nor Tariq is right. Go after your business and leave the
girl alone".The man was taken aback at this reply and stared at the Prophet for several moments.
He wondered what sort of verdict it was. Even if he paid a fresh dower to the girl's father and he
willingly gave his daughter to him, still the deal was not proper.The Prophet observed his
wondering looks and said: "Don't worry. If you do things the way I have told you, neither you nor
your friend, Tariq, will be doing anything wrong".EXCHANGE OF DAUGHTERSDuring the pre-
Islamic days there was a form of marriage in vogue in Arabia under the name of Shighar
marriage, (exchange of daughters) which was a manifestation of the absolute authority of the
fathers over their daughters. A man would give his daughter in marriage to another man in
consideration of the latter giving his daughter in marriage to him. In such a form of marriage
neither of the wives would get a dower. Islam abolished this custom. It is worth noting that the
Holy Prophet allowed full liberty to his daughter Fatimah Zahra (Peace be upon her) in choosing
her husband.He gave in marriage several other daughters also, but he did not deprive them of
their freedom. When Ali Ibn Abi Talib, (peace be on him), approached the Holy Prophet, seeking
Fatimah's hand, the Prophet said that several other people had already approached him and
that he had conveyed their proposals to Fatimah, but she turned her face away, as a mark of
disapproval. The Prophet assured Ali that he would convey to her his proposal as well.The
Prophet went to Fatimah and told his beloved daughter what Ali wanted. This time she did not
turn her face away, but kept quiet and thus expressed her consent. When the Prophet came out,
he was happy. He exclaimed, "Allah is the Greatest!"THE ISLAMIC MOVEMENT FOR
WOMEN'S LIBERATIONIslam has done a great service to women. It not only put an end to the
absolute control of the fathers, but gave women freedom, a personality and independence of
thinking and opinion.It officially recognised her natural rights. However, there are two basic
differences between the steps taken by Islam and what is happening in the West and is being
followed by others.
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appraisal. The system of conjugal rights and family responsibilities is one such question.For
certain reasons, to which we will refer later, it has been presumed that in this age the basic
question in this field is that of woman's liberty and the equality of her rights with those of man, all
other questions being the by-products of this main question.However, according to our view, the
most fundamental question, or at least one of the most fundamental questions, in respect of
family rights, is whether the domestic system is independent of all other social systems and has
its own special criteria and logic, or it is just one out of many social systems and the same
criteria and philosophy apply to it as are applied to all other social systems.The basis of the
doubt is that, on the one hand, in this system the main parties concerned belong to two opposite
sexes, and on the other, it involves the propagation and procreation of the progeny. Nature has
made the physical characteristics as well as the reproductive organs of the two parties
dissimilar. Domestic society is semi-natural and semi-contractual. It is a middle way between an
instinctive society like that of bees or termites, whose rights and duties are pre-determined by
nature, with no possibility of breaking any rules, and a contractual society like a civic society of
human beings, which has a natural or instinctive aspect.As we know, the ancient philosophers
regarded family life as an independent branch of practical wisdom, and believed in a separate
standard for this part of human life. Plato, in his book, The Republic, Aristotle in his book, The
Politics, and Abu Ali ibn Sina (Avicenna), in his book, Al-Shifa have also dealt with this subject
from this very angle as well.It is a controversial question whether the natural and innate rights of
man and woman are similar or dissimilar; in other words, whether the rights, accorded by nature
to human beings, are mono-sexual or bi-sexual, and whether male or female sexuality in any
way, affects, or does not affect, human rights and obligations.In the Western world, a movement
for human rights emerged in the 17th century, in the wake of scientific and philosophical
movements. The writers and thinkers of the 17th and the 18th centuries made commendable
efforts in giving currency to their ideas regarding the natural, undeniable and inalienable human
rights. Jean Jacques Rousseau, Voltaire and Montesquieu, who belong to this category of
writers and thinkers, are great benefactors of human society, and it may be said that their
services are in no way inferior to those of the great inventors and discoverers.Their basic idea
was that human beings have a series of natural and inborn rights and freedoms which are
absolutely inalienable and untransferable and cannot be renounced by anyone under any
pretext. All people, including rulers and subjects, white and black, rich and poor, are equal.The
result of this social and intellectual movement first manifested itself in England, then in America
and afterwards in France. Revolutions were brought about; systems were changed and charters



were signed. Gradually, the movement spread into other countries.In the 19th century, new
economic, social and political ideas emerged in the field of human rights. New developments led
to the appearance of socialism, the participation of workers in industrial profits, and the transfer
of government from the society of capitalists to defenders of labour class.Till the end of the 19th
century, all talks and whatever practical steps were taken in human rights sphere, were mostly
confined to the rights of the nations as regards the governments and the employees versus the
employers. In the 20th century, the question of women's rights was raised and for the first time in
~948, the United Nations' Universal Declaration of Human Rights proclaimed the equality of
rights between man and woman in clear terms.All social movements in the West since the 17th
century had revolved around liberty and equality. As the movement for women's rights was the
latest in the series, and the history of women's lot in Europe, from this point of view, was
extraordinarily bitter, the UN's Declaration of Human Rights talked of nothing but liberty and
equality.The protagonists of this movement maintained that it was complementary to the
movement for human rights. They held that without ensuring women's liberty and equality it was
meaningless to talk of human liberty and human rights. They further asserted that the main
cause of all domestic troubles was that woman was deprived of her liberty and equality with
man, and that all domestic problems would be solved once this aspect was taken care of.What,
in this connection, was overlooked was what we have described as 'the fundamental question
regarding the system of family rights', that is, whether this system is, or is not, independent of
other social systems, and whether it has or has not, different criteria and logic. Attention was
concentrated only on the general principles of liberty and equality, and the only point taken into
consideration was that of natural and inalienable human rights. It was argued that woman, as a
human being, was entitled to all the rights enjoyed by man.In certain chapters of this book, we
have adequately discussed the question as to what are the sources from which natural rights are
derived. There, we have shown that the basis of all natural rights, is nature itself. If man has
special rights, which a horse, a sheep, a bird and a fish does not have, that is due to his nature
and the way he has been created. If all human beings are equal in the matter of natural rights
and all must live a free life, that is because that order is a part of their very making. The
intellectuals, who support the idea of liberty and equality being an inborn right, have no
argument other than this. Hence, in the matter of family rights also, we should be guided by
nature itself.Now, let us see why due attention was not paid to the question which we have
described as fundamental. Has it been established in the light of modern scientific knowledge
that the difference between man and woman is simply organic, and does not affect their basic
physical and spiritual beings or their rights and obligations, and that is why it has been ignored in
the modern social philosophy?In fact, the case is quite contrary. In the light of scientific research
and biological and psychological discoveries, it has been proved that significant differences exist
between the two sexes. In this book, we have discussed this question and have quoted the
views of the biologists and the physiologists in this respect. It is surprising that in spite of all that,
this fundamental question was ignored. Perhaps apathy on this vital question is due to the hasty



development of the women's liberation movement. That is why, while this movement has
redressed certain grievances of women, in certain other respects it has caused calamity to them
as well as to the human society as a whole. We shall see, later in this book, that the Western
woman, till the end of the 19th century, was denied the most elementary human rights. It was
only in the beginning of the 20th century that the people of the West thought of making amends
for the past. As this movement came in the wake of other movementsfor equality and liberty, they
expected every miracle from these two words. They forgot that equality and liberty related to the
relations between human beings, as human beings only. No doubt, woman, as a human being,
is born free like any other human being and in that capacity she has equal rights. But woman is a
human being with certain peculiarities, as man is a human being with certain other peculiarities.
The traits of their characters are different and their mentality is distinct. This difference is not the
result of any geographical, historical or social factors, but lies in the very making of them. Nature
has purposely made them different and any action taken against the intention of nature would
produce a disastrous result. As we have taken inspiration from nature, with regard to the liberty
and equality of human beings, in the same way we should seek guidance from nature itself to
decide whether the rights of man and woman are of the same kind, or of two different kinds, and
whether domestic society is, or is not, at least a semi-natural society. It is, at least, a point worth
considering whether the bisexuality of animals, including human beings, is accidental or a part
of their creative design i.e. whether the sex differences are only superficial and organic or, as
Alexis Carell has pointed out, every cell of the human body is stamped with sex, whether man
and woman have, or have not, separate missions to perform and whether rights are monosexual
or bisexual. The same question may be asked about morals, education, punishments,
responsibilities and missions.During the women's liberation movement attention was not paid to
the point that, besides equality and liberty, there existed other questions also. Liberty and
equality are no doubt essential, but they are not all in all everything in entirety. Equality of rights
is one thing, but the similarity of rights quite another. The equality of man's and woman's rights
from the viewpoint of material and moral values is quite different from the uniformity or similarity
of their rights. During this movement, intentionally or unintentionally, equality has been used in
the sense of similarity and thus quality has overshadowed quantity. It was stressed that a woman
is a human being, but it was forgotten that she is a woman too.In fact, this indifference was not
the outcome of mere haste; there were other factors also, which impelled the exploitation of
woman in the name of liberty.One of them was the excessive greed of the industrialists, who
wanted to lure woman from her house to a factory, in order to exploit her economic potentiality.
For this purpose, they advocated woman's rights, her economic independence and her liberty
and equality of rights with those of man. It was they who secured official recognition to these
demands. Will Durant, in chapter IX of his book, "The Pleasures of Philosophy", after mentioning
certain humiliating theories about woman advanced by Aristotle, Neitzsche, Schopenhauer and
some Jewish scriptures and referring to the fact that during the French Revolution, though there
was some talk about woman's liberty, there was practically no change, says that till the end of



the 19th century woman hardly had any right to respect, to which man could he legally bound.
Then he discusses the cases which led to the change in the situation in the 20th century. He
says that the liberty of woman is a by-product of the industrial revolution.He adds that female
workers were cheaper and the employers preferred them to strong-headed and costly male
workers. A century ago, it was hardly possible for men to get a job, but there were
advertisements asking them to send their women-folk and children to the factories. The first step
towards the emancipation of women was taken in 1882, when a law was enacted according to
which the women of Great Britain acquired an unprecedented privilege of keeping with
themselves whatever money they earned.(Dr. Ali Shayagan, in his commentary on the Iranian
Civil Code, writes that the independence, in respect of property, which a woman enjoys now and
which has been recognised by the Shi'ah law from the very beginning, did not exist in ancient
Greece, Rome, Germany and till recently in most of the other countries. She, like a minor and a
lunatic, was interdicted from the disposition of her property. In England, where previously her
personality was completely merged with that of her husband, two laws were enacted, one in
1870 and the other in 1882, which removed inhibitions regarding the ownership of property by a
married woman.) This law, described to be in keeping with high moral values of Christianity, was
passed by the mill-owners and the House of Commons, to lure the women of England to the
factories. Since that year, an irresistible desire to earn money has forced them to labour in stores
and factories, and has relieved them of labour in household chores. (The Pleasures of
Philosophy, pages 155 - 159).With the development of machines and the ever-increasing growth
of production it became necessary for the capitalists that, in order to impose their surplus
products on the consumers, they should employ all audio-visual, intellectual, emotional, artistic
and sexual means. To convert the consumers into consumption factors and to make them as
powerless tools in consumption market they utilised the services of women, but not as simple
workers participating in the process of production along with men. They, on the other hand,
exploited their beauty, charm and sexual attraction and persuaded them to stake their honour
and selfrespect to be able to pervert the consumers and force their own will on them. Obviously
all these things have been done in the name of freedom for women and their equality with
men.Politics also did not lag behind in utilising this factor. You regularly read such reports in the
newspapers and magazines. Woman is exploited and her services are used to fulfil the objects
of men under the cloak of liberty and equality.Obviously the youth of the 20th century could not
miss this valuable opportunity. In order to allure her, without shouldering conventional
responsibilities, and to prey upon her freely, he, more than anyone else, shed crocodile tears for
women's helplessness and the undue discrimination against her. To be able to make a greater
contribution to this 'sacred cause', he went to the extent of delaying his own marriage till the age
of 40 or even remaining single forever.No doubt, the present century has rectified many
grievances of woman, but it has also brought many misfortunes to her. Why? Is she doomed for
ever and has she no way out of this vicious circle? Is it not possible for her to get rid of all her old
and new misfortunes at one and the same time? Are women condemned to one of these two



sufferings and must be compelled to choose one of these two ways?In fact, it is not at all
necessary that she should continue to suffer. She suffered in the past, mostly because it was
forgotten that she was a human being. She is suffering now because her womanhood, her
inborn requirements, her natural rights and demands and her special capabilities have been
ignored, intentionally or otherwise.What is more surprising is that whenever there is a talk of
natural and inborn differences between man and woman, some groups have tendency to regard
such differences as a mark of imperfection of woman and the perfection of man. Many such
presumptions lead them to believe that men have certain privileges, whereas women are
deprived of them. They do not seem to know that there is no question of perfection and
imperfection. It was not the intention of the Creator to make one of them perfect and privileged
and the other defective and deprived.These kind of people, basing their arguments on their such
amazing logical and wise presumptions, assert that, as nature has been unkind to woman, we
should not add insult to injury and, as such, it is more human to ignore her womanhood! But, in
fact, it is the disregard of woman's natural position which mostly leads to her being deprived of
her rights. If men form a front against women they say: "As both of us are equal, our work,
responsibilities, rewards and retributions must be similar. You must share with us in our hard and
heavy jobs, take wages according to the amount of the work you perform and must not expect
any consideration, respect or protection. Bear your own expenses and share the maintenance of
the children with us and make your own arrangements for defending yourselves against all
perils. You should spend on us as much as we spend on you".If such a situation arises, women
may be the losers, because by nature they have a less productive capacity, while their
consumption of wealth is more than men's. Their menstrual cycles, hardships of pregnancies,
pains of childbirth and the nursing of children place them in a position in which they require
men's protection. They are in need of more rights and cannot afford to have less commitments.
This position is not peculiar to human beings. It applies to all animals living in pairs. In the case
of all such animals the male instinctively protects its female partner.Due attention to the natural
position of man and woman and to their equality and common rights as human beings place
woman in such a comfortable position that neither is her person injured nor her personality
affected.To have some idea of the results of ignoring the natural position of man and woman, let
us see what those, who have gone the whole hog on this path, say and write.Some time ago an
interesting article appeared in the American magazine 'Coronet'. It is worth reading. It tells the
story of a woman who, in the name of equality between man and woman, lost the concessions
which she enjoyed previously. Previously, women were not required to lift weights of more than
25 lbs., whereas no such limit existed in the case of men. She says that now the working
conditions in the General Motors Factory, in the State of Ohio, where nearly 2500 woman
workers toil, have undergone a change. Now she finds herself maintaining a very powerful steam
engine or cleaning a 250 lb. metal oven, placed there a few moments earlier by a strongly built
male worker. She feels completely exhausted and knocked out. She further says that every
minute she has to hook a 25 to 50 inch handle, weighing 35 lbs. Her hands are always swollen



and aching.This article later narrates the anxiety and anguish of another woman whose husband
is a seaman in the Navy. Recently, the Admiral decided to detail a number of women to work
along with men aboard the ships. She writes that one ship, with a crew of 40 women and 480
men, was sent on duty. When the ship returned after her first voyage the worst fears of the wives
of the seamen were confirmed. Soon it was known that not only were there many romances
aboard the ship, but most of the women had had sexual relations with more than one
individual.The article says that in the State of Florida the widows are very worried since the
liberation of women, because a judge of this State has declared the law, visualising a subsidy of
up to 500 dollars to widows to be unconstitutional on the ground that it was discriminative
against men.The article adds that the widows of Florida are the first to suffer. Others too will, in
their turn, have a taste of liberation. For many the question is whether the women have lost more
than they have gained. But it is no use crying over the spilt milk. The show has begun and the
spectators have occupied their chairs. This year the 27th amendment to the constitution is
scheduled to be passed and according to it, all privileges arising out of sex will be declared
illegal. Thus, the fears expressed by Professor Ruscobound, of the Law College, Harvard, that
Women's liberation is the origin of the regrettable consequences of the legal position of woman
in America, will come true.G. Irvin, a senator of North Carolina, after studying the American
society, where men and women have equal rights, proposes that all family laws should be
amended and men should no more be held responsible for maintaining the family.According to
this magazine, one Mrs. Macdaniel says that, on account of lifting heavy weights some female
workers of her factory suffered from internal haemorrhage. These women want to return to their
previous position. They want to be treated as women and not as mere workers. For the
supporters of equality it may be a simple matter. They sit in their luxurious apartments and talk of
equality, but they have never been to the factories, where most of the wage-earning women of
this country have to work. Mrs. Macdaniel says that she does not want this equality, because she
cannot do manly jobs. Men are physically stronger than women. She would prefer to give up the
job rather than compete with men. The privileges which the working women of Ohio have lost,
are far greater than the benefits they have gained under the protection of the workers' law. The
women have lost their personality. It is not known what they have gained after emancipation. The
position of a few women might have improved, but not of all.This was the gist of that article. It is
clear from its contents that these women are so fed up with the discomforts which have been
imposed upon them in the name of liberty and equality that they have become allergic to these
two words. They forget that the words are not to be blamed. Man and woman are two stars with
their distinct orbits within which they should move. "It is not given to the sun to overtake the
moon, nor can the night outpace the day.. Each in its orbit floats" (Surah Yasin, 36:40). Their
happiness, as well as the happiness of the whole human society, depends on the condition that
they move in their respective orbits. Liberty and equality can be useful only if both the sexes
follow their normal and natural courses.When we say that the question of women's rights at
home and in the society should be reevaluated and should not remain limited to previous



evaluations, we mean that we should be guided by nature and should take into consideration all
the bitter and sweet experiences of the past, especially of the present century. Only then will the
movement for women's rights be reasonable in the real sense.It is admitted by every friend and
foe that the Holy Qur'an revived the rights of women. Even the adversaries admit, at least, that
the Holy Qur'an at the time of its revelation took a long step towards improving the condition of
women and restoring their human rights. The Qur'an revived the rights of woman as a human
being and man's partner in humanity and human rights, but did not overlook her womanhood or
man's manhood. In other words, the Qur'an did not overlook woman's nature. That is why
complete harmony exists between the dictates of nature and the dictates of the Qur'an. The
woman in the Qur'an is the same as the woman in nature. These two great divine books, one
created and the other compiled, fully conform to each other. The main aim of our book is to
highlight and explain this harmony.PrefaceIn the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the MercifulTHE
PROBLEM OF FAMILY RELATIONSThe problem of family relations in our times is not so simple
that it may be resolved by arranging opinion polls of young boys and girls, or by holding
seminars. It is neither confined to any one country, nor has any country so far claimed to have
solved it successfully.Will Durant, the well-known philosopher and author of "History of
Civilization", says: "If we suppose that we are living in 2000 A.D. and want to know what was the
biggest event of the first quarter of the 20th century, we shall notice that it was neither the First
World War nor the Russian Revolution. It actually was the change in the position of women.
History has seldom witnessed such an exciting change in such a short time. The home, which
was the basis of our social organisation, the conjugal system, which prevented debauchery and
gave stability to family life, and the complex moral law which helped us in advancing from
barbarism to culture and orderly social behaviour, all have been upset by this revolutionary
change".Even now, when we are living in the third quarter of the 20th century, we, more than
ever, hear complaints that the domestic system is collapsing, the basis of matrimony is
weakening, the young men are evading marriage, the young women are hating motherhood, the
relations between the parents (especially mothers) and the children are deteriorating, modern
woman is getting vulgar, love is being replaced with cheap sensuality, cases of divorce are ever
growing, the number of children born of unregistered wedlock or marital ties not formally
legalised is on the increase and sincerity, respect and cordiality between husband and wife are
becoming rare.SHOULD WE IMITATE THE WEST OR BE INDEPENDENT?It is regrettable that
some of the misinformed people think that the questions related to family relations are similar to
the problems of guiding tourists, taxi-driving, bus-driving and laying the network of water-pipes
and electricity, which were solved by the Europeans long ago and if we, because of our
inefficiency or incompetency, still face any difficulties we should follow their example as soon as
possible.This is a mere illusion. The Europeans are the worse victims of the domestic problems
than we are. They are suffering more and their intellectuals are more outspoken. Leaving aside
the question of female education, they are in a mess in respect of all other questions. Their
family life is far less happy than ours.COMPULSION OF HISTORYSome people think that the



deterioration and corruption of the family system is due to women's liberation which, in turn, is
the unavoidable result of industrial life and the progress of science and civilisation. It is a
question of compulsion of history. We have no alternative but to submit to this corruption and
chaos, and to forget all about the domestic happiness which we enjoyed before.This way of
thinking is very superficial and childish. We admit that industrial life has affected family relations
and is still affecting it, but the main factors, which have disrupted family life in Europe, are
two:“One of them consists of the foolish and cruel customs, usages and laws which were
prevalent in Europe till a century ago. It was only at the end of the 19th century and the
beginning of the 20th century that women in Europe secured the right of ownership of property.
The other factor is that those who undertook to improve the position of women chose a wrong
path: They intended to beautify her eyebrows, but deprived her of her eyesight!”More than the
industrial life, the old laws of Europe and the reforms of the modernists are responsible for the
present chaos and confusion. Hence, there is no compelling reason for us, the Muslims of the
East, to go the way they have gone and fall into the morass into which they have fallen. We
should be cautious about western life.We should look at the western life cautiously. While
utilising and acquiring their sciences, industries, techniques and some commendable and
imitable social regulations we should refrain from imitating their customs, usages and laws which
have brought so much miseries to them - for example amending civil laws and family relations
and conforming them to the western laws.Social Independence of WomenINDEPENDENCE OF
CHOOSING DESTINYOne day a girl, who looked very perturbed, came to the Holy Prophet and
said: "O Messenger of Allah! My father has done me a great injustice"."What has your father
done?""He has a nephew and he has married me to him without taking my consent"."If so, agree
to what he has done and be the wife of your cousin."I don't like my cousin. How can I be the wife
of a person whom I don't like"."Then nothing has gone wrong. If you don't like him, go and
choose another person whom you like"."By the way, I like him very much. I don't like any other
person. I won't he the wife of anybody else. But, because my father gave me in marriage without
taking my consent, I intentionally came over to have a talk with you. I wanted you to say what you
have said. I wanted all the women to know that the fathers no longer had a right to decide as
they pleased and give their daughters in marriage to whomsoever they liked".The incident has
been narrated by eminent jurists in such books as the Masalik (by Shaheed Thani) and the
Jawahirul Kalam. During the pre-Islamic period the Arabs, like all other people of those days,
thought that they 'had full authority in regard to their daughters and sisters and sometimes even
in regard to their mothers. They did not acknowledge the rights of women to choose their
husbands, this choice being the exclusive privilege of the fathers or the brothers and, in their
absence, of the paternal uncles, so much so that prospective fathers could give their daughters
in marriage even before they were actually born. A man could enter into a contract with another
man pledging that if a daughter was born to the former, she would, when grown up, be the wife
of the latter.MARRIAGE BEFORE BIRTHOne day, during his last pilgrimage, while the Holy
Prophet was riding and had a whip in his hand, a man approached him on the way and said:"I



have a complaint to make"."Yes, what's the matter?""Years ago, during the pre-Islamic days,
Tariq ibn Murqa'a and I took part in a battle. During the fighting he came to require a lance and
cried: "Is there anybody who will give me a lance and take a reward?" I went to him and asked
him what reward he would give. He said that he would bring up for me the first daughter that was
born to him. Since then years have passed. Recently, on inquiring, I found out that he has a
grown up daughter in his house. I went to him and reminded him of the promise. But he went
back on his promise and demanded a fresh dower. Now I have come to you to find out whether
he is right, or I am right".How old is the girl?""The girl is grown up. Grey hair has also appeared
on her head"."If you ask me, neither you nor Tariq is right. Go after your business and leave the
girl alone".The man was taken aback at this reply and stared at the Prophet for several moments.
He wondered what sort of verdict it was. Even if he paid a fresh dower to the girl's father and he
willingly gave his daughter to him, still the deal was not proper.The Prophet observed his
wondering looks and said: "Don't worry. If you do things the way I have told you, neither you nor
your friend, Tariq, will be doing anything wrong".EXCHANGE OF DAUGHTERSDuring the pre-
Islamic days there was a form of marriage in vogue in Arabia under the name of Shighar
marriage, (exchange of daughters) which was a manifestation of the absolute authority of the
fathers over their daughters. A man would give his daughter in marriage to another man in
consideration of the latter giving his daughter in marriage to him. In such a form of marriage
neither of the wives would get a dower. Islam abolished this custom. It is worth noting that the
Holy Prophet allowed full liberty to his daughter Fatimah Zahra (Peace be upon her) in choosing
her husband.He gave in marriage several other daughters also, but he did not deprive them of
their freedom. When Ali Ibn Abi Talib, (peace be on him), approached the Holy Prophet, seeking
Fatimah's hand, the Prophet said that several other people had already approached him and
that he had conveyed their proposals to Fatimah, but she turned her face away, as a mark of
disapproval. The Prophet assured Ali that he would convey to her his proposal as well.The
Prophet went to Fatimah and told his beloved daughter what Ali wanted. This time she did not
turn her face away, but kept quiet and thus expressed her consent. When the Prophet came out,
he was happy. He exclaimed, "Allah is the Greatest!"THE ISLAMIC MOVEMENT FOR
WOMEN'S LIBERATIONIslam has done a great service to women. It not only put an end to the
absolute control of the fathers, but gave women freedom, a personality and independence of
thinking and opinion.It officially recognised her natural rights. However, there are two basic
differences between the steps taken by Islam and what is happening in the West and is being
followed by others.The first difference concerns the psychology of man and woman. Islam has
done and revealed wonders in this respect. We shall further discuss this question in the
subsequent chapters. The second difference is that, while Islam made the women aware of their
rights and gave them an identity, a personality, freedom and independence, it did not instigate
them to revolt and harbour malice against the male persons.The Islamic movement for women's
liberation was white. It was neither black nor red; neither blue nor violet. It did not put an end to
the respect in which the daughters held their fathers and the wives their husbands. It did not



upset the basis of the family life and did not make women suspicious of their responsibilities in
regard to their fathers and husbands. It did not provide any opportunity to the unmarried men
who are always after enticing women. It did not snatch away the wives from their husbands and
the daughters from their parents and did not hand them over to the sensual executives and the
moneyed magnates. It has done nothing similar to what has caused a hue and cry across the
oceans that the sacred family system has broken into pieces. There the paternal protection has
vanished. No one knows what to do with all the corruption that is rampant, with the ever-growing
cases of infanticide and abortion, with 40 per cent illegitimate children and with those new-born
infants whose fathers are not known and whose mothers do not want to have anything to do with
them, because they were not born in lawful wedlock. The mothers of such children simply hand
them over to some social organisations and then never come back to inquire about them.No
doubt, we in our country are in need of a movement for women's liberation, but what we need is
a clean Islamic white movement and not a movement of the European brand with a dark and
gloomy taint. We want a movement in which sensual young men should have lesser part and
which should spring directly from the lofty teachings of Islam and be based on the deep and
logical study of the Muslim society.THE FATHER'S PERMISSIONThe question, which needs
examination from the point of view of the authority exercised by fathers over their daughters, is
whether the father's consent is essential in the case of a maiden's first marriage.From the
Islamic point of view certain things are indisputable.The boy and the girl both are economically
independent. Every sane adult is entitled to have full control of his or her property, provided he or
she is mentally mature, that is, capable of taking care of themselves. A father, a mother, a
husband or a brother has no power of supervision or intervention in this respect.Another point,
which is indisputable, relates to marriage. The adult and mature boys have full liberty in this
respect and nobody else has any right of intervention. The position of the girl, who has been
married once and is now without a husband, is the same. But the case of a maiden, who wants
to marry for the first time, is a little different.It is beyond any doubt that the father cannot force
even a maiden to marry any person against her will. We already know what the Holy Prophet told
the girl whom her father had given in marriage, without taking her consent. The Prophet said that
if she was not happy, she could marry someone else. But there exists a difference of opinion
among the jurists as to whether a maiden can contract a marriage without the consent of her
father and whether the validity of her marriage is in any way conditional to the consent of her
father.There is one more point about which there is absolutely no dispute. If the father withholds
his consent without a sound reason, he loses his right. The jurists are unanimous that in such a
case the daughter is free to contract a marriage with anyone of her choice.But otherwise, as we
have pointed out, the jurists differ on the point, whether the validity of the marriage of a maiden
depends on the consent of her father. Most of the jurists, especially the later ones, are of the
view that it does not. But still there are some who are of the opinion that it does.This being a
disputed point, it is not possible to discuss it from the Islamic point of view. Anyhow it can be
discussed from a social point of view.MAN IS AFTER SEX, WOMAN IS AFTER LOVEThe basis



of the rule that the maidens must not or, at least, should not marry without the consent of their
fathers is not that they are considered to be less mature than the boys. Had it been so, there
should have been no difference between a 16 year old girl, who had previously been married,
and as such does not require her father's consent, and a 17 year old maiden who requires it
according to the view of some jurists. Moreover, had Islam considered girls to be immature it
would not have regarded the transactions, involving money and properties, made by them
independently, as valid. Apart from the legal arguments, this point has a definite philosophy
which cannot be ignored.It is not a question of the immaturity or intellectual inadequacy of
woman. It is related to a definite aspect of the psychology of the two sexes i.e. man's instinct of
alluring and woman's instinct of credulity in regard to man's faithfulness and truthfulness.Man is
after sex and woman is after love. Man is overpowered by his sexual urge, whereas, woman,
according to the psychologists, has a greater capacity of controlling and concealing her desires.
It is the melody of love, sincerity and faithfulness which subdues woman and brings her to her
knees. That is what we mean by credulity of woman.As long as the woman is a maiden and has
had no experience of men, she can easily be lured by his love songs.Professor Reeck, the
American psychologist, says that the best sentence which a man can say to a woman is 'Darling,
I love you'. He says that good luck for a woman means to be able to win the heart of a man and
to retain it for the rest of her life.The Holy Prophet, the divine psychologist, clearly expressed this
truth 1,400 years ago. He has said that if man expresses his love to a woman, she never forgets
that.The men who are after enticing a woman fully exploit this womanly feeling. The words, 'I am
dying for you' are the best lure for enticing girls who have had no experience of men.That is why
it is essential that a girl, who has had no experience of men, should consult her father and
should obtain his consent prior to contracting a marriage. Fathers know the mentality of men
better and, leaving aside very exceptional cases, wish their daughters well. In this case, the law
has in no way degraded woman, but has taken a step to protect her interest. To raise an
objection against the necessity of obtaining a father's consent in the case of girls is more illogical
than to ask why a father's or mother's consent has not been made necessary in the case of
boys.I wonder how the people, who daily come across incidence of the evils of free romance
between boys and girls, still advise the girls to revolt against and he indifferent to the advice of
their guardians.In our view this act amounts to a sort of collusion between those who claim to
have sympathy with women and those who are after enticing them. The former prepare the
ground for the latter and make their job easier.The girls have an absolute option in the matter of
marriage. Only its validity depends upon the consent of the father, provided that he does not
withhold it with any bad intention, or because he is not competent to exercise his judgement
rightly for any special reason. Can anything be wrong with such a rule, or can it be regarded as
against the basic concept of human liberty?It is just a precaution to safeguard the interests of
inexperienced girls and is based on a sort of suspicion about the male nature.In this respect no
objection can be raised against the Islamic law as such. What is objectionable is the custom
prevailing among the Muslims. Most of the fathers still think that they have absolute authority and



regard it as against her modesty, if a girl expresses her views about the selection of her partner
in life, who is to be the father of her future children. They mostly do not pay attention to the
intellectual maturity of the girl, which, according to the Islamic law, is an indisputable necessity.
Many marriages, which take place before the girls are mature, are legally invalid and void. Mostly
no inquiry is made about the maturity of the girl and puberty is considered enough. But we know
what the great jurists have written about testing the intellectual maturity of the girls. Some jurists
have regarded religious maturity also as a condition of marriage. They hold that only those girls
who know the principles of religion with reason and proof are fit for marriage. Unfortunately, most
of the guardians and those who preside over the religious ceremony of the marriage do not
observe these conditions.It may be mentioned that in all old marriage deeds the words 'adult,
sane and mature' are found along with the names of the bride and the bridegroom.Anyway,
according to the Shi'ite law, a woman who is adult and mature and has once been married does
not require her father's consent. Islam and Modern LifeISLAM AND MODERN LIFE - IThe
question of religion and modernity is one of those subjects which do not concern the Muslims
alone. Other religions also had to face this question. Many liberal minded people in the world
have renounced religion, because they are under the impression that religion and modern life
are incompatible. They think that inertia, stagnation and rigidity are the inherent properties of
religiousness. In other words, they think that inertia, monotony and the maintenance of status
quo are the characteristics of religion.The late Mr. Nehru, a former Prime Minister of India, had
secular ideas and did not have faith in any religion. It appears from his statements that what
made him averse to religion was its rigidity and monotony.Towards the end of his life Nehru felt a
vacuum within himself and in the world and believed that it could be filled only by a spiritual
force. But still, he was not inclined to accept any religion, because he believed that a state of
rigidity and monotony pervaded all religions.An Indian journalist, named Karanjia, interviewed
Nehru towards the end of the latter's life and apparently this was the last interview during which
Nehru expressed his views on general world problems. While talking about Gandhi, Karanjia
said:"Some liberal and progressive elements believe that Gandhiji, through his emotional
solutions and moral and spiritual ways, weakened and dampened your original belief in scientific
socialism".In the course of his reply, Nehru said: "It is necessary and good to take advantage of
moral and spiritual ways. I have always agreed with Gandhiji in this respect. I believe that it is
more necessary to take advantage of these means, for now, more than ever, we need moral and
spiritual answers to the questions resulting from the moral vacuum caused by the modern
culture, which is becoming popular."Then Karanjia put questions about Marxism. Nehru
admitted its imperfection and, in his replies, pointed out some of its failures. He again suggested
a spiritual solution to the world's problems. At this juncture, Karanjia said: "Mr. Nehru, does not
your present concept of moral and spiritual solutions make you different from yesterday's
Jawaharlal (Nehru himself during his youth)? What you have said gives an idea that Mr. Nehru,
towards the end of his life, has come out in search of God".Nehru said: "Yes, I have changed. My
emphasis on moral and spiritual values and the solutions is not unintentional". He added: "Now



the question is how to raise the morality and spiritualism to a higher level. No doubt, for this
purpose, religion is there, but unfortunately it has taken the shape of a short-sighted and rigid
ritualism and has been reduced to dry formalities. Only its apparent form and external shell have
remained and its real spirit and concept have disappeared".ISLAM AND THE REQUIREMENTS
OF THE TIMEOf all the religions Islam alone is more concerned with all the aspects of human
life. Its teachings are not confined to acts of worship and prayer and to a set of moral counsels.
As Islam has dealt with men's relations with God, it has also given the broad lines of men's
relations with each other. It has, in various forms, dealt with individual rights and obligations, too.
That is why the question whether its teachings are applicable or not to the ever-changing
circumstances is more valid in the case of Islam than in that of any other religion.Incidentally,
many non-Muslim intellectuals and writers have studied the social and civil laws of Islam and
have commended them as a body of progressive laws. They have paid rich tributes to Islam, as
a living and everlasting religion, and have recognised the applicability of its laws to all times and
circumstances.The well-known liberal minded English writer, Bernard Shaw has said: "I have
always held the religion of Muhammad (P) in high estimation, because of its wonderful vitality. It
is the only religion which appears to me to possess that assimilating capability to the changing
phase of existence, which can make itself appeal to every age. I have prophesied about the faith
of Muhammad that it would be acceptable to the Europe of tomorrow, and the signs of this are
becoming apparent even now. The medieval ecclesiastics, either through ignorance or bigotry,
painted Muhammadanism in the darkest colours. They were, in fact, trained both to hate the
man, Muhammad, and his religion. To them Muhammad was anti-Christ. I have studied him, the
wonderful man, and, in my opinion, far from being anti-Christ, he must be called the Saviour of
Humanity. I believe that if a man like him were to assume the leadership of the modern world, he
would succeed in solving its problems in a way that would bring it the much needed peace and
happiness".Dr. Shibli Shama'il is an Arab materialist of Lebanon. He, for the first time, translated
Darwin's 'Origin of Species' into Arabic, along with the German scientist Boucher's commentary
on it, giving it the name of 'A weapon against religious beliefs".Though he is a materialist, he
does not feel shy of admiring Islam and its great founder. He appreciates Islam as a living
religion, applicable to all times.This man, in the second volume of his book "Philosophy of
Evolution", which he has published in Arabic, has written an article under the caption "The
Qur'an and Civilisation". He has written this article to refute a non-Muslim who had travelled in
the Muslim countries and had expressed the opinion that Islam was responsible for the decline
of the Muslims. Shibli Shama'il has tried to prove that actually the cause of the decline of the
Muslims is their deviation from the social teachings of Islam. Those Europeans who attack Islam,
either do not know it or criticise it with the bad intention of making the people of the East
sceptical about their laws and their system with a view to keeping them under the western
tutelage.During our time the question, whether Islam is compatible with the present age, has
become a burning question. We meet a cross-section of people, especially those belonging to
the educated class and we find that this question is asked more often than other



questions.OBJECTIONSSometimes these people give a philosophical turn to their query and
say that everything in this world is subject to change. Nothing is static and stationary, human
society being no exception. Then, how can a body of laws remain unchanged through the ages?
If we look at this question from a purely philosophical point of view, the answer is simple. It is the
material things of the world which are ever changing; which grow and decline, and which are
subject to evolution and decay. As for the universal laws, they do not change. For example, all
living things have evolved and continue to evolve according to certain laws which have been set
forth by the scientists. The living things themselves are, no doubt, ever changing, but the laws of
their evolution and development are not subject to any change. And we are at present talking
about the laws. In this respect it makes no difference whether the laws are natural or have been
framed and compiled, for it is possible that the laws which have been framed might have nature
as their source and be in conformity with the evolutionary process of the individuals as well as
the human society as a whole.Anyhow, the queries in respect of the compatibility and
incompatibility of Islam with the requirements of the time do not have a general and
philosophical aspect alone.The question, which is more often asked, is that when the laws are
framed to meet human requirements which are not constant, how can social laws be constant
and unalterable?It is a good question. Incidentally, it is a miraculous characteristic of Islam that it
provides constant laws to meet all constant requirements of the individuals and the society, and
flexible laws for the temporary and changing requirements. This is its characteristic of which all
judicious and knowledgeable Muslims are proud of. We propose to explain it further to an extent
appropriate to the present occasion.IS THE SOCIAL CHANGE COMPATIBLE WITH TIME?
Before going into this question we should like to bring forward two points:The first point is that
most of the people who talk of progress, development and change in a situation suppose that
any social change, especially if its source is in the West, is the consequence of progress and
development. This is one of the most erroneous ideas entertained by the present
generation.These people are under the impression that as the means of life change from day to
day, and the imperfect ones are replaced by the perfect ones and as science and industry are
constantly advancing, all changes in human life are a sort of progress and advancement and
should be welcomed as such. Not only that, they think that such changes are inevitable and
have to come with the passage of time.
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